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Abstract 16 

In this study, the climatological characteristics of object-based precipitation systems 17 

(OPSs) and moisture development are analyzed over the South China Sea (SCS) during 18 

the sharp transition of summer monsoon onset. The satellite observed statistics of the 19 

OPSs showed that over the 20-day pre-onset period, OPSs of small (<100 km) to 20 

medium size (100-300 km) are active over the lands surrounding the SCS. The pre-21 

onset composite mean shows a basin-scale (~1000 km) local circulation with 22 

anomalous subsidence over the ocean, and ocean convection is mostly suppressed. Over 23 

the 20-day post-onset period, large (>300 km) OPSs develop over the coastal ocean and 24 

contribute to over 60% of the total precipitation. The number of observed large OPSs 25 

significantly increases along with the sharp moisture buildup within 10 days after onset. 26 

The moisture budget suggests that local contribution from convective vertical mixing 27 

is the major moisture source during the first pentad after onset. The relationship 28 

between moisture buildup and convection organization is then examined using a set of 29 

idealized cloud-resolving model (CRM) experiments, with a land-ocean configuration 30 

approximating the SCS basin. The CRM appropriately represents the observed 31 

development of coastal convection. In the no-shear environment, a strong basin-scale 32 

circulation is formed, which suppresses the ocean moisture development. When large-33 

scale vertical wind shear is imposed to represent the changes of large-scale circulation 34 
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during the onset pentad, organized convection systems are increased over the coastal 35 

ocean and propagate toward the open ocean, accompanied by fast ocean moistening 36 

within 5-10 days.  37 

 38 

Keywords: Coastal Convection, Moisture, TRMM, CloudSat, Cloud-Resolving Model 39 

 40 

  41 
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1. Introduction:  42 

The South China Sea (SCS) and Maritime Continent (MC) region is a challenging 43 

and important area to study convection multi-scale interactions of the tropical 44 

atmosphere. This region is at the heart of the rising branch of both the Hadley 45 

circulation and Walker circulation. Surrounded by islands and continents with complex 46 

topography, the atmospheric convection systems in the SCS-MC region exhibit 47 

prominent diurnal variability, organization, and propagation. The occurrence and 48 

organization of convection systems can be highly modulated by the large-scale 49 

environment associated with seasonal variabilities, such as monsoon onset, and 50 

associated with intraseasonal variabilities, such as the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) 51 

and the boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation (BSISO).  52 

The SCS-MC coastal regions are the occurrence hotspots of highly organized 53 

meso-scale convection systems (MCSs), as reported by several intensive observation 54 

campaigns (e.g., Houze et al. 1981; Johnson and Priegnitz 1981; Ciesielski and Johnson 55 

2006; Aves and Johnson 2008; Kanamori et al. 2013) and from multi-year statistics of 56 

satellite observation (e.g., Williams and Houze 1987; Yang and Slingo 2001; Mori et al. 57 

2004; Nesbitt and Zipser 2003; Ichikawa and Yasunari 2006; Yuan and Houze 2010; 58 

Yanase et al. 2017). The large and intensive MCSs associated with monsoon 59 

environment are the major contributors to the regional extreme precipitation (Hamada 60 
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et al. 2014). From the perspectives of both climate and extreme weather, it is imperative 61 

to understand how the coastal convection systems over the SCS-MC respond to large-62 

scale conditions, especially the controlling physical mechanism, and how the current 63 

atmospheric model can represent these convection multi-scale interactions. These 64 

topics are also the key scientific themes of several intensive international field 65 

campaigns over the SCS-MC region, namely, the Years of Maritime Continent (YMC, 66 

2017-2019, see websites: http://www.bmkg.go.id/ymc/ and 67 

http://www.jamstec.go.jp/ymc/), the South China Sea Two-Island Monsoon 68 

eXperiment (SCSTIMX, 2016-2019, see websites: https://scstimx.as.ntu.edu.tw/) (Lin 69 

et al. 2016), and the Propagation of Intra-Seasonal Tropical OscillatioNs (PISTON, 70 

2018-2019, see website: https://onrpiston.colostate.edu/). 71 

Environmental water vapor content is important to the development of deep 72 

convection. Observational studies indicate that enhancement of moisture in the low to 73 

mid-troposphere favors the development of deep convection, while the drier 74 

atmosphere might inhibit its growth (Bretherton et al. 2004; Neelin et al. 2008; 75 

Holloway and Neelin 2009; Kuo et al. 2017). The moisture development is considered 76 

part of the dynamical systems in which the interactions between convection, 77 

environmental water vapor, and atmospheric motions is important in understanding the 78 

multi-scale variabilities in the tropics (Yu and Neelin 1994; Raymond and Torres 1998; 79 

http://www.bmkg.go.id/ymc/
http://www.jamstec.go.jp/ymc/
https://scstimx.as.ntu.edu.tw/
https://onrpiston.colostate.edu/
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Sobel and Bretherton 2003; Raymond and Fuchs 2007, 2009; Sugiyama 2009). Using 80 

idealized cloud-resolving model simulations, Tsai and Wu (2017) further identified the 81 

environment for increasing probability of the development of large aggregated 82 

convection when the environmental column relative humidity (CRH) is greater than 83 

80% (67%) without (with) environmental wind shear. Their results also suggested that, 84 

after the critical CRH is met, the degree of aggregation is enhanced with the increase 85 

of CRH.  86 

In this study, the moisture buildup and the development of organized convection 87 

during the South China Sea summer monsoon (SCSSM) are carefully examined using 88 

object-based analysis of satellite observations and cloud-resolving simulations. The 89 

SCSSM onset is a period when a sharp rainfall burst over the coastal ocean occurs, 90 

associated with an abrupt reversal of large-scale low-level winds within 5-10 days 91 

(Wang and LinHo 2002; Wang et al. 2009). Chen et al. (2019) identified the 92 

precipitation bias associated with the interactions among fast physical processes in a 93 

general circulation model (GCM) during the SCSSM onset using the multi-year 94 

hindcast approach. Their results showed that during the pre-onset period the land-ocean 95 

precipitation contrast is underestimated, whereas during the post-onset period the 96 

organized coastal convection was not captured. These biases are associated with the 97 

underrepresentation of convection diurnal cycle and the issue of precipitation 98 
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sensitivity to environmental moisture in the physics parameterizations. Therefore, the 99 

objective of the current study is to provide a detailed description of the evolution of 100 

coastal convection and moisture development during the onset period, emphasizing the 101 

importance of the land-sea configuration over the SCS in modulating the response of 102 

the coastal convective systems. Section 2 describes the observational data sets and the 103 

methodology for identifying objected-based precipitating systems (OPSs), as well as 104 

the cloud-resolving vector vorticity model (VVM). The observed occurrence of OPSs 105 

of different size categories and the accompanied moisture buildup during the SCSSM 106 

onset period is presented in Section 3. Section 4 shows the VVM simulation results that 107 

examine the response of coastal convection to large-scale vertical wind shear, with an 108 

idealized land-ocean configuration approximating the SCS basin. Summary and 109 

discussion are presented in Section 5. 110 

 111 

2. Data and Methodology  112 

2.1 Data sets 113 

The observed precipitation data from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 114 

(TRMM) 3B42 version 7 dataset (Kummerow et al. 2000; Huffman et al. 2010) is 115 

analyzed in the present study (1998-2015), which is the microwave, precipitation radar, 116 

and infrared level-3 rainfall product with 0.25 degree horizontal spatial resolution and 117 
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3-hourly temporal resolution. The vertical distribution of cloud is obtained from the 118 

CloudSat R04 2B-GEOPROF cloud mask (Marchand et al. 2008), in our analyses 119 

(2007-2015), which is detected by the 94 GHz nadir-pointing Cloud Profiling Radar at 120 

a nominal horizontal footprint of 1.4 km across by 1.8 km along the track, with 125 121 

vertical bins spanning from surface to 30 km altitude and a vertical resolution of 240 122 

m. We note that after 2010 the 2B-GEOPROF is available only for daytime overpass 123 

owing to the spacecraft battery issues. 124 

Atmospheric temperature, water vapor, and the wind fields are based on the 6-125 

hourly European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis-Interim 126 

(Dee et al. 2011) with 0.75 degree horizontal resolution (ERA-Int). Daily outgoing 127 

longwave radiation (OLR) is taken from the 2.5 degree interpolated data obtained from 128 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) polar-orbiting satellite 129 

(Liebmann and Smith 1996). The NOAA Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface 130 

Temperature 0.25 degree data (NOAA OISST v2.; Reynolds et al. 2002) is used as well. 131 

 132 

2.2 Object-based analysis  133 

The OPSs are identified over the SCS region with TRMM 3B42. Individual OPS is 134 

determined by connecting the spatially contiguous grids with estimated precipitation 135 

intensity > 1 mm hr-1. The horizontal scale (size) of the OPSs is then defined as the 136 
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square root of its total areal coverage (Su et al. 2019). This allows us to investigate the 137 

occurrence location and frequency of the OPSs with different sizes. 138 

A similar approach is applied to the CloudSat GEOPROF cloud mask to obtain the 139 

vertical cloud object. The cloudy pixels are defined with cloud mask confidence level 140 

≥ 20 (Marchand et al. 2008; Hagihara et al. 2010). Contiguous cloudy pixels are 141 

connected to obtain cloud objects along the orbit (x-z direction). As we are focusing on 142 

convective clouds in this study, it should be noted that CloudSat may miss the lower 143 

part of heavily precipitating clouds due to attenuation of cloud profiling radar and high 144 

thin cirrus due to the detection limit. With this consideration, we subjectively define 145 

“convective” cloud objects as the cloud objects satisfying both base height < 3 km and 146 

top height > 6 km. The size of each convective cloud objects is defined by the total x-z 147 

area of the connected cloudy pixels. 148 

 149 

2.3 SCS summer monsoon onset index 150 

A rapid transition of wind direction over the SCS is observed during the onset period. 151 

Following Wang et al. (2004), the Uscs index is defined as the zonal wind at 850 hPa 152 

averaged over 5-15oN, 110-120oE, illustrating the transition of wind direction during 153 

the monsoon onset. The onset date of SCSSM in individual year is determined when 154 

the following criteria are met: (1) The first pentad after April 25th when Uscs is positive; 155 
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(2) Uscs in subsequent four pentads (including the onset pentad) must be positive in at 156 

least three pentads; (3) The accumulative four pentads mean of Uscs is larger than 1 m 157 

s-1. The climatological mean onset pentad is 27.5 (~mid-May) over these 1998-2015, 158 

with interannual standard deviation of 1.7 pentads. In the following analysis the first 159 

day in the onset pentad is considered as day 0 for each year. 160 

To examine the relationships between convection and its large-scale environment 161 

during SCSSM onset, we analyze 20 days before/after the onset date in each year, called 162 

pre-onset (day -20 to day -1) and post-onset (day 0 to day19) respectively. The domain 163 

of SCS is defined as 12.5°N to 17.5°N, 110°E to 120°E, which has the most sensitive 164 

precipitation response during the transition of monsoon. We note that the latitude of the 165 

selected domain is different from that of Uscs. The Uscs index provides the state of 166 

synoptic circulation, and its region is defined by the dominant empirical mode of low-167 

level wind that signifies not only the onset over the SCS but also the entire broadscale 168 

East Asia summer monsoon (Wang et al., 2004). As our purpose here to identify the 169 

response of the convective scale phenomenon to the large (synoptic)-scale circulation, 170 

we use the region that best represents the signal in either scale (i.e. the selected SCS 171 

domain for convective scale, and the Uscs region for synoptic scale) to carry out the 172 

composite analysis. 173 

 174 
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 175 

2.4 Vector vorticity equation cloud-resolving model (VVM) 176 

The vector vorticity equation cloud-resolving model (VVM) used in this study was 177 

developed by Jung and Arakawa (2008) based on the three-dimensional anelastic 178 

vorticity equations. A unique aspect of this model is that the model predicts horizontal 179 

components of vorticity and diagnoses the velocity by a three-dimensional elliptic 180 

equation. A bulk three-phase cloud microphysics parameterization including cloud 181 

droplets, ice crystals, rain, snow, and graupel is applied in this model (Krueger et al. 182 

1995). The topography is implemented through the immersed boundary method in 183 

height coordinate (Wu and Arakawa 2011; Chien and Wu 2016). The NOAH land 184 

surface model (Chen et al. 1996; Chen and Dudhia 2001) is implemented as the bottom 185 

boundary for surface fluxes (Wu et al. 2019) coupled with the radiation 186 

parameterization using rapid radiative transfer Model for GCMs (Iacono et al. 2008). 187 

The model has also been used to study the convective aggregation under different 188 

vertical wind shear and column moisture conditions (Tsai and Wu 2017), convection 189 

organization with heterogeneous land surface fluxes (Wu et al. 2015), the transition of 190 

stratocumulus clouds (Tsai and Wu 2016), the precipitation hotspots caused by the 191 

afternoon thunderstorm in Taipei basin (Kuo and Wu 2019) and the design of the unified 192 

parameterization for deep convection (Arakawa and Wu 2013; Wu and Arakawa 2014).  193 
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The detail of the land-ocean configuration of the simulated domain in this study will 194 

be introduced in Section 4. The object-based analysis is also applied to the simulated 195 

cloud field, following the method in Tsai and Wu (2017). The grids with the sum of 196 

cloud water and cloud ice mixing ratio greater than 10-5 kg kg-1 are defined as “cloudy”, 197 

and the spatially contiguous cloudy grids are connected to identify the 3D cloud objects 198 

in the simulations. The size of each 3D cloud object is represented by the total volume 199 

occupied by the connected cloudy grids. 200 

 201 

3. Results  202 

3.1 Object-based statistics during Pre- and Post-onset of SCSSM 203 

Figure 1 illustrates the composite mean precipitation and 850 hPa horizontal 204 

circulation over the SCS for the pre- and post-onset periods from years 1998 to 2015. 205 

During pre-onset periods, low-level easterly dominates over this region and 206 

precipitation is significantly suppressed over the ocean. During the post-onset period, 207 

the low-level circulation changes to strong southwesterly and heavy precipitation 208 

occurs over the ocean. The most significant precipitation enhancement is found near 209 

the coastal regions west of the Philippines.  210 

To understand how convective systems of various sizes contributes to the pre- and 211 

post-onset precipitation, OPSs are identified using the TRMM 3B42 data and classified 212 
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by the horizontal scale into small (<100 km, S), medium (100-300 km, M), and large 213 

(>300 km, L) categories. Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of the occurrence count 214 

for these three categories during pre- and post-onset periods of 1998-2015. For each 215 

OPS identified, all the 3B42 grids (0.25o) that are covered (connected) within the object 216 

would be counted once. Therefore in Figure 2, the occurrence count represents how 217 

many times each 3B42 grid had been covered by OPSs of the particular size category. 218 

The fractional contribution by each OPS size category to the composite mean total 219 

precipitation is shown in Fig. 3. In the pre-onset period, nearly all small OPSs locate 220 

over land with 20% to 40% contribution of precipitation; medium OPSs dominate over 221 

land and coastal regions with 60% to 80% and 40% to 60% contribution respectively; 222 

large OPSs, however, are not likely to develop over this region. It should be noticed 223 

that over the ocean, it is difficult for the convective system to develop during pre-onset 224 

periods. During the post-onset period, precipitation contributions among the OPSs 225 

change dramatically. Large OPSs dominate over the ocean and contribute 60% to 80% 226 

amount of precipitation, even above 80% in some areas. The results suggest that these 227 

large OPSs could have an important role during the transition of SCSSM.  228 

The vertical cloud frequency profiles (Fig. 4a) and the size distribution of vertical 229 

convective cloud objects (Fig. 4b) identified from CloudSat GEOPROF cloud mask are 230 

also analyzed for the pre- and post-onset period from year 2007 to 2015. Cloud 231 
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frequency profile during post-onset periods is higher by 10% in all altitudes, and the 232 

enhancement of the “top-heavy” structure indicates the occurrences of organized 233 

convection with extensive anvil clouds (Houze 2004). According to the areas of along 234 

track-vertical cross section, the convective cloud objects are also classified into three 235 

size groups: <100 km2, 100-1000 km2, and > 1000 km2. Owing to the differences 236 

between TRMM 3B42 and CloudSat in resolution and retrieved target (rainfall versus 237 

vertical cloud), the size of cloud object cannot be directly compared to the size of the 238 

TRMM OPSs. As we require the convective cloud object to have a minimum vertical 239 

extent of 3 km, the three size bins would roughly correspond to <33 km, 30-330 km, 240 

and >330 km, respectively, in the horizontal spans of cloud cover. The convective cloud 241 

objects in the largest size bin are mostly associated with large OPSs. The numbers of 242 

cloud objects are higher during post-onset than pre-onset for all size categories, but the 243 

number of the largest size category increases most significantly, which is qualitatively 244 

consistent with the statistics of the TRMM 3B42 OPSs. Note that the number of 245 

diagnosed cloud objects is considerably low due to the sampling frequency of CloudSat 246 

and the selected domain size. 247 

 248 

3.2 Evolution of large OPS number and moisture buildup during onset period 249 
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Evolution for individual years of the domain-averaged precipitation and large OPS 250 

number during the -/+20 days of onset based on the Uscs are presented in Fig. 5. Twelve 251 

years with typical activation pattern of SCSSM onset evolution are subjectively 252 

selected for the subsequent analyses if an obvious transition of precipitation and 253 

moisture occurs near the onset date, namely, 1998, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006, 254 

2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2014. Years with active precipitation or high moisture 255 

(ERA-Int column water vapor over 50 mm) during the pre-onset period (e.g., 1999, 256 

2007, 2013), or years without major precipitation activity throughout the whole onset 257 

period (e.g., 2005, 2012, 2015) are excluded. For years 2003, 2008, and 2009, the pre-258 

onset precipitation was contributed by tropical disturbances passing through the SCS, 259 

and the column-integrated water vapor remained suppressed (<50 mm) after the event, 260 

so these years are still included in the analysis. 261 

 Figure 6 indicates the evolutions of precipitation over land and ocean during the 262 

onset period for these selected years. Terrestrial precipitation dominates over the SCS 263 

region from 15 days before to the monsoon onset pentad (day -15 to day +3), while the 264 

ocean precipitation starts to rise around 5 days before onset, sharply increases after day 265 

+3, and becomes comparable to the land precipitation after the onset pentad. The 266 

obvious land-ocean precipitation contrast during the pre-onset period is worthy of a 267 

more detailed examination. During the pre-onset period, the climatological mean sea 268 
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surface temperature is 302.5 K for the selected years based on NOAA OISST, providing 269 

a favorable thermodynamic condition for the development of convection over the ocean. 270 

The land-ocean contrast of precipitation, however, indicates the existence of an 271 

additional regional mechanism during the pre-onset period that prevents precipitation 272 

over the ocean center, which may be associated with the active convection over the 273 

lands surrounding the SCS. Figure 7 demonstrated the regional zonal-vertical 274 

anomalous circulation over the SCS from ERA-int. During the pre-onset periods of the 275 

12 selected years (Fig. 7a), anomalous upward motion locates in continents and coastal 276 

areas (118-123oE and east of 108oE), while downward motion favors the open ocean in 277 

middle and lower layers. The anomalous circulation further indicates regional 278 

subsidence induced by ascending motion over the continents, where convective 279 

activities are frequently observed with a diurnal pattern during the pre-onset periods. 280 

During the post-onset periods (Fig. 7b), the organized coastal convection over the west 281 

coast of Philippines produces strong anomalous updraft (downdraft) in the eastern 282 

(western) half of the ocean basin and strong subsidence over the western half through 283 

the troposphere. 284 

Figure 8 illustrates Hovmöller diagrams of precipitation over the SCS region in 285 

2014, a year nearly free from possible perturbations associated with typhoons, northern 286 

frontal systems and intruding convective systems. During the pre-onset period (day -20 287 
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to day 0), active diurnal cycle is visible over both coastal regions, while only very weak 288 

precipitation occurs over the open ocean. Precipitating systems on the western coast of 289 

Philippines can propagate but retreat to near 118ºE. However, within 5 days after the 290 

monsoon onset, precipitation quickly evolves to highly intensity there, and these 291 

precipitating systems are able to march further with more extensive coverage with 292 

intensity above 20 mm day-1, and heavy precipitation eventually occurs over the entire 293 

open ocean during the post onset period. As presented in Section 3.1, these systems 294 

reaching the open ocean are well-organized and dominate the contribution of rainfall 295 

there.  296 

Evolution of daily large OPS number, NOAA OLR and ERA-Int column water 297 

vapor (CWV) over the ocean is shown in Fig. 9 for the selected years and their 298 

composite mean. A sharp increase of large OPSs and a decrease in OLR after the onset 299 

date is observed and continues for 5-10 days. The moisture buildup is evident near the 300 

onset date where CWV is around 45 mm in the pre-onset period and then arises sharply 301 

to 60 mm within 10 days after the onset.  302 

The increasing occurrence of large OPSs is accompanied by strong moisture build 303 

up. A budget analysis of vertically-integrated moisture averaged over the onset pentad 304 

(day 0 to +4) and over the SCS ocean (same domain as in Fig. 9) is carried out, which 305 

can be written as (Chou and Neelin 2004; Chou et al. 2009; Lo and Famiglietti 2011) 306 
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〈
𝜕𝑞

𝜕𝑡
〉 = (𝐸 − 𝑃) − 〈𝑉 ∙ ∇𝑞〉 − 〈𝜔

𝜕𝑞

𝜕𝑝
〉        Eqn. (1) 307 

where q is specific humidity, E is evapotranspiration, P is precipitation, V is horizontal 308 

winds,  is pressure velocity, p is pressure, and 〈 〉 represent a mass integration 309 

throughout the troposphere. All the parameters in the budget analysis are taken from 310 

ERA-Int, including precipitation. The left-hand side of Eqn. 1 is thus the tendency of 311 

CWV. The budget shows that during this strong moistening pentad the major column 312 

moisture source is the vertical transport within the analyzed domain of SCS ocean 313 

(− 〈𝜔
𝜕𝑞

𝜕𝑝
〉 = +6.37 mm d-1). On the other hand, the large-scale horizontal moisture 314 

convergence at the same period is weak (−〈𝑉 ∙ ∇𝑞〉 =-0.07 mm d-1). The moistening is 315 

mainly balanced by the sink of E-P (-4.57 mm d-1).  316 

We note that the SCSSM onset each year is highly influenced by synoptic weather. 317 

Therefore in this section we rely on the composite analysis to average out the synoptic 318 

“noise” in the observations so that the climatological features during onset period can 319 

be identified, including: 320 

⚫ The diurnal terrestrial convection is active during the pre-onset stage; the updraft 321 

associated with the land convection and the subsidence suppressing the ocean 322 

precipitation suggests the existence of a basin-scale local circulation. (Here the 323 

basin-scale refers to the width of the SCS plus the surrounding land/islands, which 324 

is ~1000 km.) 325 
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⚫ With the quick transition of low-level winds to westerlies, the number of large 326 

convective systems increases over the coastal region of the Philippines. These 327 

coastal systems are triggered diurnally but their propagation into the open ocean 328 

becomes more extensive day by day.  329 

⚫ The increase of large coastal OPSs during the onset pentad is accompanied with 330 

fast column moistening over ocean. Vertical transport by local convection is the 331 

dominant process to the strong moisture buildup. 332 

Based on the above observational evidences, we hypothesize that  333 

(1) The coastal organized convection plays an essential role in the moisture buildup 334 

over the SCS. Without the organized convection, the land convection will dominate 335 

and build up a basin-scale local circulation thus suppressing the ocean convection. 336 

(2) The increasing occurrence of the organized coastal convection can modulate the 337 

basin-scale circulation and build up the moisture over the SCS.  338 

To examine the above hypothesis, we design a set of idealized cloud-resolving 339 

simulations in the next section.  340 

 341 

4. Idealized VVM simulations 342 

We perform idealized VVM simulations with the land-ocean configuration to 343 

further investigate the development of coastal convection and its relationship with the 344 
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moisture buildup. The idealization focuses on the basin-scale circulation over the SCS 345 

as shown in Fig.10. A triangle-shaped mountain (128-km wide, 1-km high, parallel to 346 

the coastline) is imposed over the 256 km flat land area so that the coastal convection 347 

is geographically locked over the ocean. With the periodic boundary conditions, the 348 

ocean (768-km wide) is bounded in east and west by the same land areas, a proxy of 349 

SCS bounded by Philippine and Indochina. Sensitivity experiments show that without 350 

the mountains, the convection propagates from land to sea easily, interfering the 351 

development of coastal convection. The rest of the model settings are listed below: the 352 

domain size is 1024 km (x, east-west)  512 km (y, north-south) with a horizontal 353 

resolution of 2 km. This idealized setup over the SCS provides a useful framework in 354 

studying the development of coastal convection. By turning on/off the large-scale 355 

vertical wind shear, the causal relationships between moisture buildup and the 356 

organized convection can be evaluated. 357 

Two experiments are performed in this study, in the “shear” experiment, a low-level 358 

wind shear with -2.5 ms-1 km-1 is imposed below 2 km with 5 ms-1 westerly at the 359 

surface to represent the large-scale vertical wind shear during the onset pentad. Above 360 

2km, the wind gradually decreases to -1 ms-1 at around 4 km and is kept constant toward 361 

the model top. On the other hand, in the “no-shear” experiment, a uniform 3 ms-1 362 

southerly wind at all levels is imposed representing no change of large-scale circulation. 363 
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The southerly wind is added so that the surface fluxes over the ocean remain close to 364 

reality. With no background wind, the ocean becomes too dry (subsidence plus no latent 365 

heat from the ocean). By comparing the two experiments, the role of coastal convection 366 

to the moisture buildup over the SCS can be evaluated. Both experiments were 367 

integrated for 10 days after spin-up. The SST is fixed at 302.5 K which is the 368 

climatological mean of the 12 typical onset years selected above based on NOAA 369 

OISST. The land surface type is represented by evergreen broadleaf forest using the 370 

NOAH land model. A stretching grid is used in the vertical with the grid size of 100 m 371 

near the surface and 1000 m near the model top around 30 km. The model is initialized 372 

with the horizontally uniform thermodynamics profiles from the ERA-Int data averaged 373 

over the pre-onset period. The model is first spun up for three days before the two 374 

experiments are performed. 375 

Figure 11a shows the zonal-vertical distribution of moisture (contour), vertical 376 

motion (vectors), and cloud fraction (shading) in the no-shear experiment, averaged 377 

along the y-direction of the domain during the last five days of the simulation. With the 378 

periodic boundary condition, the western land in Fig. 11 is a duplicate of the eastern 379 

one. We plotted the domain this way to approximate the land-ocean distribution of the 380 

SCS basin. The deep clouds and the associated updrafts develop mainly over the 381 

mountain areas, and the anvil areas extend to the flat land. Over the coastal ocean on 382 
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the east and west side of the basin, deep clouds also occur but are limited near the 383 

coastlines. Further into the ocean center, the cloud fraction is low (~10%) and shallow 384 

(below 4 km), and strong subsidence occurs from the upper atmosphere all the way to 385 

the lower levels. Corresponding to the convection distribution, a strong land-ocean 386 

moisture gradient is formed, with enhanced moisture over land and suppressed moisture 387 

over ocean center. The averaged profile of subsidence velocity over ocean (Fig. 11b) 388 

shows subsiding motion through most levels. The basin-scale circulation and strong 389 

land-ocean contrast in convection and moisture in the no-shear simulation are consistent 390 

with the pre-onset observations presented in Section 3. 391 

Figures 11c and 11d show the results in the shear simulation. Imposing a low-level 392 

westerly shear leads to the development of strong, deep convection with strong updraft 393 

over the windward coast (eastern side of ocean), with anvil extends to the ocean center. 394 

The deep convection over land is now more confined to the mountain areas. The vertical 395 

motion and moisture distribution characterizes an east-west gradient over the ocean, 396 

with enhancement in the eastern half. The averaged oceanic vertical motion is weak, 397 

with updraft in the mid-levels and subsidence in low- and high-levels. 398 

Figure 12 presents the size (volume) distributions of the 3D cloud objects collected 399 

over the eastern half of the ocean in the two experiments. The shear simulation contains 400 

more large-size (volume > 103 km3) clouds, indicating the enhancement of convection 401 
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organization under the shear environment, which is consistent with the increasing 402 

presence of large OPSs over the Philippine coast during post-onset of the SCSSM. 403 

The Hovmöller diagrams of oceanic precipitation for these two simulations from 404 

day 1 to day 5 are shown in Fig. 13. For the no-shear case (Fig. 13a), a clear diurnal 405 

cycle over both coastal regions is simulated, a similar pattern to the observed pre-onset 406 

composite in the year 2014 shown in Fig. 13c. . Strong suppression of precipitation can 407 

be found over the open ocean. Even though precipitating systems are generated near 408 

the coastlines, they cannot propagate to the open ocean, and strong precipitation is 409 

therefore confined within 150 km offshore. Note that as the observed coastal diurnal 410 

cycle exhibits day-to-day variation (Fig. 8), the 20-day pre-onset period is averaged 411 

into 5-day long composites to provide more relevant comparison with the idealized 412 

simulation (see caption for details). For the shear case (Fig.13b), the magnitude of 413 

precipitation over the western side of ocean reduces, while precipitating systems on the 414 

eastern side of the ocean are still triggered diurnally, and propagate further and further 415 

into the open ocean each day; by day 5 heavy precipitation can occur over the eastern 416 

half of the ocean basin. The response of the simulated coastal convection to the imposed 417 

low-level wind shear resembles the observed evolution during the onset pentad in the 418 

year 2014 (Fig. 13d).  419 
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Given the differences in local circulation and convection population and 420 

propagation, the moisture buildup over the ocean shows drastic contrast between the 421 

two experiments (Fig.14). The average CWV over open ocean in the no-shear 422 

experiments maintains around 43-47 mm in the 10-day integration, while in the shear 423 

experiment, the CWV increases sharply from 43 to 52 mm in the first 5 days and 424 

remains around 53 mm steadily after day 6. The quick moistening from day 1 to day 5 425 

in the shear experiment is consistent with the continuous intrusion of coastal 426 

propagating systems to the open ocean, and our simulation indicates that it takes around 427 

5 to 10 days for the ocean to transition from a convectively suppressed state to an active 428 

state. This time scale is similar to the composite evolution of CWV in Fig. 9c that the 429 

significant moistening occurs within 10 days after the large-scale low-level winds 430 

switch to westerly. 431 

 432 

5. Summary and discussion 433 

This study investigates the detailed evolution of convective activities and moisture 434 

buildup during the SCSSM onset by applying object-based composite analyses on 435 

satellite precipitation and vertical cloud mask observations over the SCS, as well as 436 

carrying out idealized CRM simulations with land-ocean configuration. The overall 437 

results highlight the essential role of propagating coastal organized systems to the ocean 438 
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moistening during the onset pentad, and the impact of land convection on the basin-439 

scale circulation. The patterns of the diurnal cycle, precipitation distribution, and ocean 440 

moistening in the VVM simulations capture the key features in the observed 441 

climatology in the absence of the disturbance from the synoptic scale weather. The 442 

results suggest the potential need of improving the representation of organized coastal 443 

systems in GCMs for capturing a more realistic pattern of monsoon onset, as suggested 444 

in Chen et al. (2019). The organization and propagation of the coastal systems can be 445 

sensitive to the strength and vertical distribution of vertical wind, as observed during 446 

the SCSMEX field campaign (Johnson et al. 2005). The convection development can 447 

also depend upon the initial (pre-onset) moisture level and hence the SST. In the future, 448 

systematic sensitivity experiments on these large-scale conditions will be carried out 449 

with the same land-ocean configuration to investigate their effects on the ocean 450 

moistening time scale. Previous studies have shown that the boundary layer (BL) 451 

gravity waves from diurnal cycle over land (e.g., Mapes, 2003ab; Warner et al., 2003; 452 

Hassim et al. 2016; Yokoi et al., 2017) and the land-sea breeze circulation (e.g., Houze 453 

et al., 1981; Mori et al., 2004; Wapler and Lane, 2012) may play an important role in 454 

triggering the offshore propagating systems (or their precursor convection) over the 455 

coastal ocean. In our simulations, the propagation speed of the weak precipitation (<5 456 

mm hr-1) into the open ocean in Fig. 13 is close to phase speed of the BL gravity waves 457 
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(~ 14 m s-1) in the current model configuration. After examining the BL temperature 458 

perturbation, we found that these weak convections are triggered by the BL gravity 459 

waves from the land convection (peaks in the afternoon) and coastal convection (peaks 460 

in early morning) on both sides of coastline. Therefore the weak precipitation exhibits 461 

semi-diurnal variation, particularly in the no-shear simulation, which coincides with the 462 

semi-diurnal variation of the CWV (Fig. 14). In the shear simulation, the propagation 463 

of the coastal organized convection is slower than the weak precipitation. If estimated 464 

using the envelope of heavy rainfall (>10 mm hr-1) in Fig. 13, the propagation speed is 465 

~ 4 m s-1, generally within the range of the near-shore propagating convection observed 466 

by Mori et al. (2004) and Yokoi et al., (2016) over the west coast of Sumatra. The 467 

difference in the propagation speeds between the faster front of weak precipitation and 468 

the slower near-shore heavy precipitation is also consistent with the observations. In 469 

the future, by changing the land surface type to modulate the intensity and timing of the 470 

diurnal peak over land, the response of the propagating coastal convection can be tested 471 

and analyzed from the VVM output. Considering the sensitivity of the current results 472 

to the horizontal resolution of CRM, a test simulation has been carried out by increasing 473 

the horizontal resolution to 500 m. The preliminary results suggest that qualitatively the 474 

dependence on the environment shear still holds but the moistening time scale varies. 475 

We speculate that this is related to the variability of cold pool captured in the high-476 
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resolution (500 m) simulations, and the cold pools effects will be analyzed and 477 

discussed with more details in the paper following the present work. 478 

The present study identifies the close relationship between coastal convection and 479 

ocean moisture buildup over the SCS. Similar processes may also occur around other 480 

coastal areas exhibiting of strong monsoon transition or intraseasonal variabilities, such 481 

as the Bay of Bengal, the west coast of Indian Continent, major islands over MC, and 482 

the Timor Sea and the Arafura Sea over northern Australia. These coastal regions are 483 

the hotspots where the favorable environment for aggregated convection frequently 484 

occurs, as identified in Fig. 13 of Tsai and Wu (2017) using CWV >45 mm and critical 485 

vertical wind shear > 2 m s−1/100 hPa within low-level layers (1000-850 hPa). In the 486 

observational analysis of Hamada et al. (2014), extreme rainfall over these regions is 487 

contributed mainly by convection systems that are both large in size and strong in 488 

intensity. In the future, the framework of idealized CRM simulations with the land-489 

ocean configuration in the current study can be utilized, with appropriate adjustments 490 

to the scale of topography and large-scale conditions, to study the relationship between 491 

organized coastal convection and moisture transition in these coastal areas. 492 
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Figure Caption 725 

Figure 1. Climatology of composite mean TRMM 3B42 precipitation (shading) and 726 

ERA-Int 850 hPa circulation (vectors) during the 20 days (a) before and (b) after the 727 

onset date of SCS summer monsoon from 1998 to 2015.  728 

 729 

Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the occurrence frequency of the three size categories of 730 

the OPSs in pre-onset (upper) and post-onset (bottom) periods: (left) Small (< 100 km), 731 

(middle) Medium (100-300 km), and (right) Large (>300 km). The size of the OPSs 732 

refers to the horizontal scale, which is defined as square root of the connected 733 

precipitating areas. The numbers are the total counts from TRMM 3B42 over 1998-734 

2015 during the 20 days before and 20 days after the onset date defined by the USCS 735 

index every year. 736 

 737 

Figure 3. Similar to Fig. 2 but showing the fractional contribution to total 738 

precipitation by the three size categories of the OPSs. Note that the definition of the 739 

OPSs excludes pixels with precipitation rate < 1 mm hr-1, while the total precipitation 740 

includes precipitation of all intensity, therefore in some areas the fraction of all three 741 

categories does not add up to 1. 742 

 743 

Figure 4. CloudSat-identified (a) mean cloud frequency profiles and (b) size 744 

distribution of convective cloud object over the SCS ocean (110°-120°E, 12.5°-745 

17.5°N) in pre-onset (blue) and post-onset (red) periods. The vertical cloud frequency 746 

is the ratio of cloudy pixels to the total sampled pixels in each vertical bin. Convective 747 

cloud objects are the cloud objects with base height < 3 km and top height > 6 km. 748 

The size bins correspond to the areas of along track-vertical cross section of <100 749 

km2, 100-1000 km2, and >1000 km2, respectively.  750 

 751 

Figure 5. Evolution of average precipitation (red line) and count number of the 752 

organized convection system (grey bars) over the SCS ocean (110°-120°E, 12.5°-753 

17.5°N) during the onset period in each year based on the TRMM 3B42 estimates. The 754 

organized convection systems are defined as the OPSs larger than 300 km in horizontal 755 

scale. The day 0 in the x-axis represents the first onset date defined by the Uscs index. 756 

Twelve years with typical evolution of precipitation activation are subjectively 757 

identified: 1998, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2014 758 

 759 

Figure 6. Evolution of averaged preciptaiton in TRMM 3B42 estimates during the 760 

onset period over land (dashed line) and ocean (solid line) regions of the SCS (108o-761 
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122oE, 12.5o-17.5oN). The lines show the composite means of the 12 typical 762 

activation years. 763 

 764 

Figure 7. (a) Pre-onset composite anomalous zonal-vertical circulation over the SCS 765 

for the 12 typical activation years from ERA-Int. Vectors show the anomalous u and -766 

omega*50, and color shading shows anomalous –omega (in Pa s-1). Only the days 767 

when ocean areas exhibit low-level subsidence are conditionally selected (daily mean 768 

ERA-Int omega over 110o-118oE, 12.5o-17.5oN < 0.005 Pa s-1 for all levels between 769 

1000 hPa and 500 hPa; 140 out of the total 240 days (58%) during the pre-onset 770 

period satisfy such criteria). (b) Similar to (a) but for the post-onset composite without 771 

conditional sampling by subsidence (total 240 days). The zonal mean anomaly of u 772 

and omega are computed as follows: first, the vertical profiles are averaged 773 

meridionally over 12.5o-17.5oN at each longitude; then the domain mean vertical 774 

profile over 106o-123oE, 12.5o-17.5oN is subtracted to get the anomalous profile at 775 

each longitude. 776 

 777 

Figure 8.  Hovmöller diagrams of zonal precipitation distribution over the SCS from 778 

TRMM 3B42 during the ±20-day onset period in the year 2014. Day 0 (onset date) 779 

corresponds to June 5, 2014. 780 

 781 

Figure 9. Evolution of (a) large OPS number in TRMM 3B42, (b) NOAA OLR, and 782 

(c) ERA-Int CWV averaged over the SCS ocean (110°-120°E, 12.5°-17.5°N) during 783 

the onset period of the typical activation years listed in Table 2. Black lines show the 784 

composite mean of the 12 typical activation years (see caption of Fig. 5), while the 785 

grey lines show the evolution for individual years. 786 

 787 

Figure 10. Land-ocean configuration of the idealized VVM simulations. Length (y-788 

direction) = 512 km; Ocean width = 768 km, SST=302.5K; Land width = 256 km, 789 

surface type = evergreen broadleaf; Mountain range height = 1km and width = 128 km. 790 

Periodic boundary is applied in both x- and y-direction. A snapshot of simulated cloud 791 

field is shown by the red (qc > 10-5 kg kg-1) and white (qi >10-5 kg kg-1) iso-surfaces for 792 

liquid and ice cloud, respectively. 793 

 794 

Figure 11. (a) Zonal-vertical distribution of cloud fraction (shading, interval of 10%), 795 

vertical velocity (vectors; in m s-1), and water vapor mixing ratio (contour; in g kg-1), 796 

meridionally averaged over y=0-512 km. Only the vertical velocity with a magnitude 797 

greater than 0.005 m s-1 is plotted, and the downdraft is multiplied by 5 for clearer 798 

visualization. (b) Averaged profile of subsidence velocity over ocean (averaged over 799 
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x=256-1024 km, y=0-512 km) ; positive values correspond to subsidence. Results are 800 

daily averaged over the last 5 days of the no-shear simulation. (c) and (d) are similar 801 

to (a) and (b) but for the shear simulation. 802 

 803 

Figure 12. Probability distribution of convective cloud size in no-shear (black) and 804 

shear (red) experiments over the eastern half of the ocean (x=640-1024 km, y=0-512 805 

km in Fig. 11a) during the last five days of simulations. Note both x-axis and y-axis 806 

are in logarithmic scale. 807 

 808 

Figure 13.  Hovmöller diagrams of zonal precipitation distribution over ocean in the 809 

(a) no-shear and (b) shear CRM simulations from day 1 to day 5 (x=256-1024 km in 810 

Fig. 11a, averaged along y-axis); from TRMM 3B42 observation in the year 2014 811 

over the SCS in (c) 5-day composite during pre-onset periods (separating the 20 days 812 

into 5-day long segments for composite, e.g., day0 composite = average of 1st, 6th, 813 

11th, and 16th day of the pre-onset period, and so on.) and (d) 5 days during the onset 814 

pentad. 815 

 816 

Figure 14. Time evolution of CWV over open ocean areas (x=448-832 km in Fig. 11a) 817 

in the VVM simulation without vertical wind shear (blue line) and with vertical shear 818 

(red line). 819 

 820 
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Figure 1. Climatology of composite mean TRMM 3B42 precipitation (shading) and 

ERA-Int 850 hPa circulation (vectors) during the 20 days (a) before and (b) after the 

onset date of SCS summer monsoon from 1998 to 2015.  
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Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the occurrence frequency of the three size categories of 

the OPS in (a) pre-onset and (b) post-onset periods: (left) Small (< 100 km), (middle) 

Medium (100-300 km), and (right) Large (>300 km). The size of OPS refers to the 

horizontal scale, which is defined as square root of the connected precipitating areas. 

The numbers are the total counts from TRMM 3B42 over 1998-2015 during the 20 days 

before and 20 days after the onset date defined by the USCS index every year. 
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Figure 3. Similar to Fig. 2 but showing the fractional contribution to total precipitation 

by the three size categories of the OPS. Note that the definition of OPS excludes pixels 

with precipitation rate < 1 mm hr-1, while the total precipitation includes precipitation 

of all intensity, therefore in some areas the fraction of all three categories does not add 

up to 1. 
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Figure 4. CloudSat-identified (a) mean cloud frequency profiles and (b) size 

distribution of convective cloud object over the SCS ocean (110°-120°E, 12.5°-17.5°N) 

in pre-onset (blue) and post-onset (red) periods. The vertical cloud frequency is the ratio 

of cloudy pixels to the total sampled pixels in each vertical bin. Convective cloud 

objects are the cloud objects with base height < 3 km and top height > 6 km. The size 

bins correspond to the areas of along track-vertical cross section of <100 km2, 100-

1000 km2, and >1000 km2, respectively.  



 

 

Figure 5. Evolution of average precipitation (red line) and count number of the 

organized convection system (grey bars) over the SCS ocean (110°-120°E, 12.5°-

17.5°N) during the onset period in each year based on the TRMM 3B42 estimates. The 

organized convection system are defined as the OPS larger than 300 km in horizontal 

scale. The day 0 in the x-axis represents the first onset date defined by the Uscs index. 

Twelve years with typical evolution of precipitation activation are subjectively 

identified: 1998, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2014 

 

 

  



  

 

 
Figure 6. Evolution of averaged preciptaiton in TRMM 3B42 estimates during the onset 

period over land (dashed line) and ocean (solid line) regions of the SCS (108o-122oE, 

12.5o-17.5oN). The lines show the composite means of the 12 typical activation years. 
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Figure 7. (a) Pre-onset composite anomalous zonal-vertical circulation over the SCS 

for the 12 typical activation years from ERA-Int. Vectors show the anomalous u and –

omega*50, and color shading shows anomalous –omega (in Pa s-1). Only the days when 

ocean areas exhibit low-level subsidence are conditionally selected (daily mean ERA-

Int omega over 110o-118oE, 12.5o-17.5oN < 0.005 Pa s-1 for all levels between 1000 hPa 

and 500 hPa; 140 out of the total 240 days (58%) during the pre-onset period satisfy 

such criteria). (b) Similar to (a) but for the post-onset composite without conditional 

sampling by subsidence (total 240 days). The zonal mean anomaly of u and omega are 

computed as follows: first, the vertical profiles are averaged meridionally over 12.5o-

17.5oN at each longitude; then the domain mean vertical profile over 106o-123oE, 12.5o-

17.5oN is subtracted to get the anomalous profile at each longitude. 

  



 

Figure 8. Hovmöller diagrams of zonal precipitation distribution over the SCS from 

TRMM 3B42 during the ±20-day onset period in the year 2014. Day 0 (onset date) 

corresponds to June 5, 2014. 
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Figure 9. Evolution of (a) large OPS in TRMM 3B42, (b) NOAA OLR, and (c) ERA-

Int CWV averaged over the SCS ocean (110°-120°E, 12.5°-17.5°N) during the onset 

period of the typical activation years listed in Table 2. Black lines show the composite 

mean of the 12 typical activation years (see caption of Fig. 5), while the grey lines show 

the evolution for individual years.  
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Figure 10. Land-ocean configuration of the idealized VVM simulations. Length (y-

direction) = 512 km; Ocean width = 768 km, SST=302.5K; Land width = 256 km, 

surface type = evergreen broadleaf; Mountain range height = 1km and width = 128 km. 

Periodic boundary is applied in both x- and y-direction. A snapshot of simulated cloud 

field is shown by the red (qc > 10-5 kg kg-1) and white (qi >10-5 kg kg-1) iso-surfaces for 

liquid and ice cloud, respectively. 
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Figure 11. (a) Zonal-vertical distribution of cloud fraction (shading, interval of 10%), 

vertical velocity (vectors; in m s-1), and water vapor mixing ratio (contour; in g kg-1), 

meridionally averaged over y=0-512 km. Only the vertical velocity with a magnitude 

greater than 0.005 m s-1 is plotted, and the downdraft is multiplied by 5 for clearer 

visualization. (b) Averaged profile of subsidence velocity over ocean (averaged over 

x=256-1024 km, y=0-512 km); positive values correspond to subsidence. Results are 

daily averaged over the last 5 days of the no-shear simulation. (c) and (d) are similar 

to (a) and (b) but for the shear simulation. 

 

 

 

  



 

Figure 12. Probability distribution of convective cloud size in no-shear (black) and 

shear (red) experiments over the eastern half of the ocean (x=640-1024 km, y=0-512 

km in Fig. 11a) during the last five days of simulations. Note both x-axis and y-axis 

are in logarithmic scale. 
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Figure 13. Hovmöller diagrams of zonal precipitation distribution over ocean in the (a) 

no-shear and (b) shear CRM simulations from day 1 to day 5 (x=256-1024 km in Fig. 

11a, averaged along y-axis); from TRMM 3B42 observation in the year 2014 over the 

SCS in (c) 5-day composite during pre-onset periods (separating the 20 days into 5-day 

long segments for composite, e.g., day0 composite = average of 1st, 6th, 11th, and 16th 

day of the pre-onset period, and so on.) and (d) 5 days during the onset pentad. 

  



 

Figure 14. Time evolution of CWV over open ocean areas (x=448-832 km in Fig. 11a) 

in the VVM simulation without vertical wind shear (blue line) and with vertical shear 

(red line). 
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